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Worldwide Release: Sep 05 2023 Makura Kurama is a creator whose characteristic works feature

illustrations and stories with a mysterious atmosphere. In a career

that began with writing illustration books, Makura Kurama is also

currently active in developing original merchandise and collaborating

with apparel brands. Other works include Welcome to the Peculiar

Antique Shop : The Art of Makura Kurama (PIE International) and
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(Otome no Hondana), published by Rittor Music).
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Makura Kurama Illustration Card Book

Peculiar Antique Dreamworld

The beautiful fantasy story about antiques, Peculiar

Antique Dreamworld, is now an illustration card book.

Peculiar Antique Dreamworld, the illustrations and story published by

the popular creator Makura Kurama on the PIE COMIC ART website

for the past year and a half, is now an illustration card book. Featured

in this book are illustrations and stories about various antiques,

including jardinieres, nutcrackers, magic lanterns, and more. Makura

Kurama creates works that are mysterious, fantastical, and

sometimes a little mad. Anyone seeing these illustrations will surely

be drawn into the world of the artwork.

As an introduction, there is an 8-page manga, followed by the bound

illustration cards featuring the artworks on the front and stories of

each illustration written on the back. Although the stories in this book

are written only in Japanese, the illustrations alone offer plenty of

enjoyment. Favorite illustrations can be removed cleanly from the

book. The cards can be used to decorate, or given as a gift, or simply

enjoyed as a collection of artworks. However the book is enjoyed,

readers are sure to enjoy the stories of these beautiful and

mysterious antiques, which are drawn from the same worldview as

the popular book, Welcome to the Peculiar Antique Shop : The Art of

Makura Kurama.
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